

Interview #3 [Jan. 29, 1975; pp. 136-189] More discussion of SPOBS: Lady Astor; DDE’s irritation by social functions; US-British attitudes and social relations; putting navy forces under DDE’s command; effect of DDE’s arrival on SPOBS staff; lack of resources for cross-channel attack in 1942; arrival of US troops in England for Operation Torch; 1st Infantry Division on Queen Mary; importance of SPOBS work as preparation for later war effort; Status of Forces agreement; DDE’s replacement of Bolte; Robert McClure; poor treatment of General Chaney. Bolte’s later war career: ignored in War Department; joins 91st Infantry Division; extensive comments on Gen. Charles Gerhardt; training 69th Infantry Division in US; 34th Infantry Division in North Africa and Italy;
Clare Booth Luce and replacement of troops. Post-war contacts with DDE: wedding of John and Barbara Eisenhower.
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